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should be below Dfl 10,-. Moreover, there is a second argument for our way of modelling. Zf we had for all households information about the number of small purchases at our disposal, it would be easy to incorporate this information in our model.
In that case, we only have to estimate the Amount Model and we would be able to predict for the households in subsample A the expected values of the small expenditures given the number of these purchases by EY~N. We presume that this would lead to a better prediction of the sum of small pe~ditures, than if one uses EY, the unconditional expectation. Therefore, it would be desirable to collect in the future some information about N.
Notice that this way of modelling can be used in other applications as well. For example, instead of small expenditures we can explain gasoline consumption by car owners by first modelling the number of times an individual visits a gas station and then modelling the quantity of 5 petrol the person buys anytime he or she visits a gas station. In the same way other examples can be conceived of. 
f(v) stands for a probability density function.
Notice that we assume for k,~s N the amount of the k-th purchase to be stochastically independent of the~-th purchase, conditional upon N-n.
This means that we do not take into account possible correlation between Yk and Y~with k~.~and k,~~N.
The second part of the right-hand-side of (2.2) says that the conditional probability is positive only if Yj~0 for j~N-n. 
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To be precise: The probability space with respect to which (N,Z) is defined is ((flxRn), B(NxRn),P), with Z~R Z E B(Rn).
iEfl i 7
The next step consists of choosing families of distribution functions from which one will be chosen by way of estimation. For Pr{N-n}, the Count Model, we fírst consider the Poisson (a) model, i.e., n Pr(N-n) -e-X XT n.
The parameter X is specified as follows
where X:-vector of exogenous variables (household characteristics) p:-vector of parameters.
( 2.3)
The Poisson distribution is restrictive in several ways (see Cameron and Trivedi (1986) , Gourieroux, Montfort and Trognon (1984b) where 6:-error term with E(exp E~X) -1. Equation (2.4) implies, that N given X and E is Poisson (a) distributed. Since e is an unobservable random variable, we must integrate it out to obtain the conditional distribution of N given X. Cameron and Trivedi (1986) , among others, show that if X~Gamma (9~,v), with g~-
Notice that E(N~X-x) -p-exp ( x'p) end var ( N~X-x) -p t 9~2~v.
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The Negative Binomial distribution will be abbreviated as NEGBIN distribution. Concerning the parametrization of v, we consider three possibilities:
With regard to (2.6) and (2.~), the parameterization of the NEGBIN distri- The densities f(v) of formula (2.2.) are modelled in two ways:
The uniform distribution:
The Beta-distribution:
is an indicator function defined by
-0 otherwise.
3) To ge~from the NEGBINA distribution the NEGBINI distribution, just define a-1 -exp(~r0) and set~r -g, to get the NEGBINII distribution also define a -exp(~r0) and set~r -2p.
In the empirical application of our model we do not further parameterize the parameters p and q.
Given the above modelling we can derive for each consumption category a likelihood function of the observations. We assume independence across households and across time. So, for a particular consumption category, the likelihood function is
H stands for the set of households, T is the set of periods, nht is the number of purchases by household h in period t, and Yiht is~the (positive) amount of the i-th purchase by household h in period t, i-1,...,nht. We add the subscripts ht and t because in the Count Model we assume the exogenous variables to be dependent on household characteristics and the parameters to be time dependent whereas in the Amount Model in case of the Beta distribution we assume the parameters p and q to be dependent on time. Let us now consider the log of the likelihood:
where the second part of the right-hand side does not appear if nht -0.
As long as the sets of parameters of the first and of the second part of the right-hand-side are disjoint, maximizing the log L as function of the parameters can be done by maximizing each part separately. In our case we assume the parameter sets of the Count and the Amount Model to be disjoint. But even if the parameters of the Amount Model depend on some household characteristics or on the number of purchases, N, we would still be able to estimate both models independently of one another. E.g., in 10 formula (2.10) we could specify p-p(n,x), q-q(n,x). As a consequence, in formula (2.2) we should replace f(v) by f(v).
n Concerning the Count Model two estimation methods are considered:
(See Gourieroux, Montfort and Trognon ((1984a) , (1984b)) The PML estimators are obtained by maximizing a likelihood function associated with some family of probability distributions, which does not necessarily contain the true distribution. Gourieroux, Montfort and Trognon (1984a) show that under certain assumptions the PML-method will in the case of a linear exponential family give consistent estimators of the parameters appearing in the first order moment of the true distribution (cf. the parameters~in the equations (2.4) and (2.5))
Since, in that case, the PML-method only assumes a correctly specified mean, the ML-method will give more efficient estimates than the PMLmethod, if the distribution of N~X is correctly specified. However, the PML-method is more robust. In our empirical application, we shall consider the PML-estimators associated with the Poisson family. A consistent estimate of the variance-covariance matrix of the PML-estimates is calculated by using the results of Gourieroux, Montfort, and Trognon (1984a) . See also Cameron and Trivedi (1986, page 3~) . Note, that PML estimates can also be derived from the NEGBINA-distribution with the parameter-vectorb eing given (see Gourieroux Montfort and Trognon (1984b) ).
Once the model has been estimated by using data of the subsample The NEGBIN models (see the formulae (2.4) and (2.6)) are chosen as a starting point of our analysis. To begin with, we assume that the parameter vectors of the NEGBIN-models do not change over time (the sample period).
The resulting ML and PML estimates of the NEGBINI, NEGBINII and NEGBINAmodels are presented in table 3.1.
In case of the NEGBINA-model only the estimates of the parameters appearing in the first order moment of the negative binomial distribution are presented. In order to calculate the expected value of the small purchases (cf. formula 2.14) we only need these parameters. A comparison of the ML and PML-estimates of the parameters, which appear in the first order moment of the NEGBINA-model, shows, that these are similar in sign and magnitude. This observation especially applies to the significant parameters. This is an encouraging result, because both the ML and PMLestimates of these parameters are consistent, if the first order moments are correctly specified. The ML and PML-estimates could, however, differ considerably, if the first order moment of the Negative Binomial distribution is not correctly specified.
Next we turn to the topic of model selection. 
4)
At the 5x-level. 
